
 

My Ex-Coworker’s Obsession With Oreos, Online Dating, Photoshop, Blocking, 

Christianity, and Toilet Paper 

 

The employees of drug & alcohol treatment centers are usually just as eccentric, if not more so, 

than the clients. 

 



 

 



 

 

Story by Charles J. March III 

Photography by me, Kevin G., Briant S., and a young, anonymous, amateur freelance 

photographer guy in L.A.   

 

The rehab’s slogan that Kevin & I used to work for was “Something Different,” which was very 

fitting for why he might have wound up there in the first place, as when I met him while doing 

his new hire training, I could tell right away that this was an extremely special young man, 

especially when one of the clients in the other room boisterously said something about a “short 

bus,” to which Kevin, in the office with me, nonchalantly said under his breath while robotically 

looking at his phone,  

 

“Yep—rode it all my life.”  

 

That’s when things started making sense.  

 

I soon realized that most of Kevin’s conversations revolved around his myriad of online dating 

profiles, and experiences associated with them. When we began engaging in small talk about 

what we had done over the weekend, he said that he had found a cheap, amateur photographer 

kid up in L.A. on Craigslist, and drove over an hour up there from Orange County to pay him 

$60 for a slew of quasi-pretentious, unprofessional pictures for his dating profiles.  

 

The one above is Kevin in a very cheesy pose, with his classic deer-caught-in-headlights look. 

The D.A.R.E. shirt and skateboard were bought just before the photo shoot: The blindingly white 

top was meant to be humorous and ironic, since he put on his profiles that he worked in rehab 

and is a recovering addict, and the skateboard was meant to give him a west coast chic in order to 

attract beach bunnies—but it came off pretty obvious that he’s never been on a board in his life. 

And the Mercedes he’s resting on in pseudo James Dean-esque fashion was leased to him (at a 

cripplingly high interest rate) to be an Uber Black driver. He put a vanity plate on it which says 

something to the effect of  “Trnsprtr,” and the car has basically ruined his and his parents’ 

finances.  

 

He then proceeded to show me some of the other standout photos: 

 

 



 

 



 

In this photo, he managed to capture the casual day trader persona who vacations in Miami 

perfectly, which couldn’t be further from who Kevin really is.  

 



 

 



 

 

When he showed me this, I could tell right away that something was off. His teeth appeared to 

match his shirt all too perfectly, and were glistening a bit too brightly, especially given the 

overall darkness of the photo. That’s when I zoomed in for a close-up. 

 



 

 



 

 

My predictions were correct. He had whitened his chompers via Photoshop, which was 

especially obvious in a few sparkly spots. This is also when I fully noticed how horrible the 

quality of the pictures were, which nevertheless of course added to their overall gloriousness.  

 

Since he saw that I couldn’t keep from laughing while looking at his handiwork, he self-

deprecatingly so made the following photo to make light of the situation:  

 



 

 



 

 

While we were on the subject of his apparent photoshopping obsession, he showed me the 

following couple pics, and asked if I could tell if they had been witch doctored up: 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

At first glance, I couldn’t really tell what was wrong with the headphones one, but then he said to 

look closer, so upon further inspection—I realized that the headphones were entirely fake. I 

again started laughing hysterically, as I was baffled about why he wouldn’t just wear real 

headphones—but I was starting to see a pattern in his photoshop abuse, and in regards to Kevin 

as an overall intriguing figure.  

 

I could tell the one with all the people in the background was painfully fake, and even though it 

was funny, I started becoming concerned. I again asked him why he’d do such a thing and not 

just take a picture with people he knows, and he proceeded to spout off the science about social 

proofing and such, and besides deducing that he was definitely obsessed with the stuff, I could 

tell he probably didn’t have any friends.  

 

But the following picture was the coup de grâce of the whole L.A. photo shoot, and knowing it to 

be so, his preface before showing it to me came with him sniggering, and then saying,  

 

“I think you’re going to like this one.” 

 



 

 



 

 

Upon seeing him in this awkward, rigid stance, next to the poor, unsuspecting young lady, I said, 

“Ok, so, I obviously have to ask—what in God’s name is going on here?”  

 

He proceeded to tell me that he told his photographer to hide in the bushes, so that he could 

covertly capture this shot of Kevin sneaking up next to this strange girl for the scientific purposes 

of pre-selection, to where an online dating woman would have no choice but to instinctively feel 

the need to fight for him photoshopped tooth & swiping left fingernail. 

 

I’m not going to lie, at this point, I started to wonder if Kevin was some kind of serial killer or 

the like. 

 

He showed me and another coworker a few more photoshopped pics, namely one where he had 

put an astronaut helmet on his head, under the guise of him actually being employed by NASA.  

 

The old man mental health rehab employee we were working with, Bob, could not believe what 

he was seeing, and confusedly, and hesitantly said, “Kevin...if you’re going to make these 

ridiculous photos, you might as well try to portray them as an obvious joke, and put a caption 

with them or something along the lines of ‘Buckle up, baby, I’m taking you to the moon!’”  

 

After Kevin went into the other room, Bob came up close to me, and with an extremely disturbed 

look on his face, whispered to me in all seriousness, “C.J., why in God’s name is Kevin not a 

patient in a place like this?”  

 

I leaned back in my chair and started laughing, but as Bob backed away, he firmly proclaimed, 

“No, I’m serious!”  

 

*** 

 

As the days went on, I started to pick up on more of Kevin’s many idiosyncrasies. One of them 

being his Oreo eating disorder. He would bring in and consume a mega stuff package every shift.  

 

It was troubling to watch.  

 

Plus, he said that they were his icebreaker on his online dates. He said he’d offer his ladies 

Oreos, because there was science behind “America’s favorite cookie.” 

 

Bearing witness to this, I felt compelled to make him this paper plate mega stuff mask, and told 

him that he might as well put it on his profile, since he was photoshopping and cat fishing people 

anyways.  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

The next great Kevinism came when I asked him how one of his most recent dates had went, to 

which he responded,  

 

“It went really well—but I blocked her.”  

 

Confused, I said, “Well, since it went so well, don’t you want to see her again?”  

 

“Yeah, but it’s just easier this way.”  

 

Wow, what a concept, I thought. Spend all this time tweaking photos, researching how to attract 

women, etc., just to wind up blocking them.  

 

Absolutely beautiful.  

 

Another one of his obsessions around that time was getting a part-time job, so when he threw out 

some conversation bait about him having a job interview with Wal-Mart recently, I asked him 

how it went, and he said with all sincerity,  

 

“I’ll never know—I blocked them,” which was easily one of the greatest things I’ve ever heard 

in my life.  

 

The cherry on top of the block cookies & cream cake came later that night when I heard him 

mumbling random names to himself while staring intently at his phone with a depraved look on 

his face, like that of some scary movie villain. When I asked him what he was doing, he said,  

 

“Blocking complete strangers on Facebook.”  

 

That was it for me. I had heard enough. I became so inspired and obsessed by his blocking that I 

reached out to the Guinness Book of World Records, to see if they’d honor a record for most 

blocks on Facebook. Alas, they said that such a thing was too arbitrary, even though there are 

records for most likes, pokes, and other such ridiculous things.  

 

They essentially blocked us.  

 

And then it hit me—we were destined by divine rights to start a movement—The Block 

Movement, with those Guinness gatekeepers being the first anonymous, blocked identity 

members.  

 



 

Its’ possibilities were paradoxically endless, and benefits infinite, and I saw signs and allies 

everywhere. Signs and allies that we would of course wind up blocking at some point.  

 

Needless to say, Kevin was the face and figurehead of the Movement, so I made him this cinder 

block eyewear, paper plate block mouth mask.  

 



 

 



 

 



 

       



 

 

 

The Block Movement has become an inside joke for an umpteen amount of people now and is 

gaining momentum, especially during quarantine, and we’re still trying to block everything we 

can, including life itself.  

 



 

 



 

 

On Easter, Kevin sent me this Jehovah’s Witness pamphlet that they used to drop off at our work 

all the time, with the photoshopped faces of my suicidally Christian roommate, Mark, who Kevin 

used to work for before coming to the program we worked at together.  

 

Upon further investigation, I found out that Kevin was a hardcore Calvinistic Christian, who 

used to go to intense camps every summer. Supposedly, according to him, it wasn’t uncommon 

for him to discriminate against all kinds of people for their beliefs.  

 

He told me that he had once gotten fired from a Starbucks for calling a Mormon girl a “wolf in 

sheep’s clothing.”  

 

*** 

 

Things got progressively weird and worse as my time with Kevin went on, with him blatantly 

sleeping on the job, and all kinds of other lackluster work-related things. Looking back on it all, I 

think he had a sinister agenda, and played into it by putting it out there that he was more or less 

disabled, letting the bar drop to an almost impossible limbo level, so that if he messed up, he’d 

be safe from harassment due to his history and pseudo condition. I suspected this partly because 

he had moments of utter brilliance, but whenever he did, he’d look at me with a wry smile and 

twinkle in his eye (much like his photoshopped tooth), like he knew that I was onto him. I think 

his initial short bus comment was a catch-all preface for what he thought would be acceptable 

impotence while under the company’s employ.  

 

But Kevin and his suspected ulterior motives were soon to come to an end there, with the 

pandemic toilet paper shortage being the final blow.   

 

Enter the last (for the purpose of this story), but surely not least of Kevin’s charismatic traits, 

which is of course, as mentioned above, scatollgical in nature. Every time he had to defecate, he 

would go into the supply closet, grab a fresh roll, and would disappear into the bathroom for at 

least a half hour or more at a time, infused with endless flushes and intermediate water running.  

 



 

 



 

 

This picture was captured by another one of our ex-coworkers, Briant, as Kevin made the walk 

of shame towards the head with a fresh roll he’d soon decimate during the crisis.  

 

Shortly after this, Kevin was fired for improper use of company supplies, among many other 

things.  

 

He is now (I don’t know how) the operations manager at another start-up treatment facility, and 

will always be the loveable one-of-a-kind leader of The Block Movement in my book.  

 

May Jehovah bless his heart.  

 

 

 

 


